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1. What type of chemical does Parker agree to use when Quaritch insists they will try the humane approach 
towards the evacuation of Hometree?

2. What do the Na'vi label Jake and Grace as when they try to convince them to leave the Hometree?

3. Who is killed by a sharp piece of weed during the destruction of the Hometree?

4. Jake and Grace are sent back to their original bodies to be placed under arrest for WHAT crime?

5. Who rescues Jake, Grace and Norm from prison?

6. Who is shot by Quaritch when he attempts to stop them leaving the colony, eventually dying from her 
wounds?

7. In an attempt to redeem himself with the Na'vi WHAT creature does Jake successfully tame and control, 
making him the sixth Toruk Makto?

8. What is attempted on Grace in the hope to save her from dying, but she is too weak to complete and dies of 
her wounds?

9. Before she dies, who does Grace tell Jake she has seen, proving she does exist?

10. On the night before the Battle of Ayram Alusìng, who does Jake pray to at the Tree of Souls?

11. Neytiri tells Jake that Eywa does not choose sides, she only protects what?

12. Who leads the thousands of Na'vi warriors in their attack on Quaritch's fleet?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Tear Gas
2. Traitors
3. Eytukan
4. Treason
5. Judy and Max
6. Grace

7. A Great Leonopteryx
8. Permanently transfer her consciousness to 

her avatar
9. Eywa
10. Eywa
11. The balance of life
12. Jake and Tsu’tey
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1. What type of chemical does Parker agree to use when Quaritch insists they will try the humane approach 
towards the evacuation of Hometree?

2. What do the Na'vi label Jake and Grace as when they try to convince them to leave the Hometree?

3. Who is killed by a sharp piece of weed during the destruction of the Hometree?

4. Jake and Grace are sent back to their original bodies to be placed under arrest for WHAT crime?

5. Who rescues Jake, Grace and Norm from prison?

6. Who is shot by Quaritch when he attempts to stop them leaving the colony, eventually dying from her 
wounds?

7. In an attempt to redeem himself with the Na'vi WHAT creature does Jake successfully tame and control, 
making him the sixth Toruk Makto?

8. What is attempted on Grace in the hope to save her from dying, but she is too weak to complete and dies of 
her wounds?

9. Before she dies, who does Grace tell Jake she has seen, proving she does exist?

10. On the night before the Battle of Ayram Alusìng, who does Jake pray to at the Tree of Souls?

11. Neytiri tells Jake that Eywa does not choose sides, she only protects what?

12. Who leads the thousands of Na'vi warriors in their attack on Quaritch's fleet?
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